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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Federal Aviation Administration's Integrated Noise Model (INN)
is a series of computer programs designed to assess the noise impact

of aircraft operations in the vicinity of an airport. The user of
the El," . supplies data concerning the airport and runway layout, the

number and types of aircraft, and description of the flight tracks
they use. rhe INN computes and reveals the noise environment in
terms of preselected noise metrics of the user's choice. As part of
MITRE's overall effort to check the validity of the results of INN
computations for the FAA, a comparison was made between the arrival
and departure profiles contained in the INN data base and those
observed in actual operations at the Seattle-Tacoma International
Airport. A flight profile describes aircraft altitude and velocity
as a function of distance from the runway during a takeoff or an
approach to landing. The extensive data base in which the INN
profiles are stored also contains noise and other performance data
for various types of aircraft.

In the spring and summer of 1979, MITRE conducted a similar flight
profile study which is presented in MTR-80WO0119, "Comparison of FAA
INM Flight Profiles with Observed Altitudes and Velocities at Dulles

Airport," Reference 1. The main conclusion of that study was that,
for departure operations, most airlines were using procedures which
differed significantly from those assumed by the then-current
Number 7 INN data base. Due to the sparsity of data sampling

locations and limitations in the data collection mechanisms,
however, the exact nature of observed departure profiles could not

be determined. Since the time of the Dulles study, the FAA has
prepared a new data base (Number 8) which includes revisions based
on a relatively recent FAA Advisory Circular (AC91-53, Reference 2)
outlining recommended standard noise abatement departure
procedures. The comparisons in the present study are made with
respect to the Number 8 INM data base.

Methodology

The basic approach taken in this study is an extension and a
refinement of that taken in Reference 1. ARTS-Ill radar data

provided the raw Information upon which statistical inferences could
be made about actual flight operations. Using the target reports
provided by the ARTS-III system, and a special smoothing technique
called cubic spline function smoothing, the altitude and velocity of
each aircraft on arrival or departure was determined over several
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points within 10 nautitcal miles of the airport. The altitudes and
velocities of nearly 3000 airrIvlng or departing utrerart were
determlned In this masiner from data cotlected In the period herween
May ,tnd .Iu11v, 1981.

Thin large nample was oiggregated Into smaller samples according to
the type of operation conducted (namely, arrival or departure) and
the type of aircraft Involved. In this study, sample sizes were
large enough to permit investigation of the following six aircraft
types: DC-9, B-737, 8-727, DC-1O, L-1011, and B-747. Profiles for
each type of aircraft were characterized statistically and compared
directly with appropriate profiles taken from the Number 8 INN data
base.

Results for Arrivals

The TNM approach profile for standard air carrier arrivals depicts a
continuous vertical decent along a 30 glide slope to the point of
touchdown approximately 1000 feet beyond the runway threshold. The
speed of the aircraft within 10 nautical miles of the runway is
assumed to be constant at the INN supplied final approach speed.
When compared to this profile, the following trends were noted:

" Observed altitude profiles suggested that all six types of
aircraft closely follow the 30 glide slope. The usual
sources of descent guidance for an air carrier pilot on an
approach to landing are the Instrument Landing System (ILS)
glide slope, or an optical aid called the Visual Approach
Slope Indicator (VASI), both of which provide an
approximately 30 glide slope. Observed altitudes varied
around the glide slope as a function of distance from the
runway: as aircraft approached the runway, variations in
observed altitude became progressively smaller and more
centrally distributed about the 30 glide slope.

o Observed velocity profiles revealed that most aircraft were
performing a decelerating approach rather than one of
constant speed. Most aircraft approached the airport area
at a significantly higher speed but slowed to within a few
knots of the INN designated final appro.ch speed as they
came within 2 nautical miles of the runway. The frequent
occurrence of the decelerating approach is consistent with
the predominant conditions at Seattle: VFR weather and
fairly light traffic, both of which make de(elerating
approaches practical.
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Results for Departures

There are many other factors associated with departures which
contribute to considerably more variation In observed operations.
There are procedural differences in the way the departures are
performed by various airlines. In addition, there are
performance-limiting factors such as aircraft weight, pressure
altitude, temperature, and wind which Introduce additional sources
of variation. Accordingly, a more detailed analysis of departures
was performed.

All airlines specify their own standard departure procedures in
their flight operations manuals. These procedures are usually
fashioned after the FAA suggested noise abatement departure profile,
(as outlined In FAA Advisory Circular 91-53, Reference 2), with
various Levels of compliance. The profiles of most airlines
resemble each other for aircraft with high bypass ratio engines.
For low bypass ratio engines, however, the FAA procedure specifies a
greater thrust reduction after takeoff than some airlines use. This
would result in a steeper climb angle than under the FAA procedure,
with all other factors held equal.

The INM data base, on the other hand, has a set of completely
defined profiles for each aircraft type which were constructed under
the assumption that the FAA procedure is being followed bf all
aircraft. In addition, the data base has up to seven sli.ghtly
different profiles for each aircraft type to reflect differences in
departure performance attributable to varying departure weights.
Under~the assumption that aircraft departure weight and stage-length
(the non-stop fight distance) are propoirtional, the INN estimates
departure weight by using stage-length as an Index. The profile for
the most likely stage-length was used as the INK baseline for the
comparisons and the following results were noted:

o Observed altitude profiles for the DC-9 and B-737 were much
lower than the INN profiles for the near field segment (the
portion of the departure within 3 nautical miles of the
Brake Release Point (BRP)). There was fairly close
agreement between observed and INK profiles for the other
aircraft in the near field segment. For the far field
segment (the portion further than 3 n.m. from RP) the DC-9
and B-727 were much higher than the INM profiles. A
possible reason for this observation is that the procedures
used by the pilots of these two aircraft types are not
fashioned after the FAA profile which the INN assumes.
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0 Observed velocity profiles were within reasonable agreement
with INN profile. for the near field segment for all six
types of aircraft. For the far field segment all observed
velocity profiles were close to the INK profiles, vith the
exception of the B-727 which was faster than the INM
profile.

o An analysis of observed B-727 departures was performed to
determine if differences In departure procedures of
different airlines have observable effects on actual
departure performance. The median B-727 departures of five
major airlines were compared with each other. No real
differences were observed in altitude profiles of the five
airlines for the departure segment within 5 n.m. from BRP.
Beyond this point, however, the disparity became more
distinct. At 8.5 n.m. from BRP the highest median
departure was approximately 1000 feet higher than the
lowest. There were no tangible differences in the velocity
profiles for the entire departure. A review of available
flight operations material revealed that the airline with
the lowest median altitude at 8.5 n.m. also employs a sharp
thrust cut-back which was ultimately intended by FAA
AC91-53. The expected and observed result of this cut-back
was the shallower climb angle.

0 To measure the sensitivity of both observed and INK
profiles to differences in stage-length, an analysis was
performed on B-727 departures grouped Into four different
stage-lengths. It was found that slight but palpable
differences exist In both INN and observed profiles due to
stage-lengths. However, variation from other sources is
several times greater than the sensitivity of the INN4 to
changes In stage-length.

0 Based on the findings of this study, the FAA Office of
Energy and Environment proposed a few revisions to the
Version 8 INN departure profiles for the DC-9, B-737, and
B-727. The revised profiles were the result of recomputing
departure performance based on the departure procedures
which were evidently in use by pilots of these aircraft.
The agreement of observed profiles with the revised Version
8 profiles was found to be significantly improved.
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Conclusions and Recommendations

This profile study represents the most comprehensive comparison made
to date between observed operations and profiles contained in the
INN data base. In general, the new Number 8 profiles have
significantly improved observed-INN profile agreement. Because the
version of the INN which implements the Number 8 data base had not
yet been released, the sensitivity of noise estimates to differences
in flight profiles was not investigated. This sensitivity should be
quantified in a future effort. However, it is anticipated that
improvements in the flight profiles will, in most instances, result
In more Accurate noise estimates. Major observations, and
recommendations to make the INN easier to use and to improve the
accuracy of results, are listed below:

o For arrivals, the agreement between observed operations and
likely INN profiles was generally good. Observed arrivals
for all six types of aircraft followed the 30 glide slope
and exhibited decelerating approaches

0 At present, the Number 8 data base contains predefined
approach profiles which describe approaches of constant

speed for the last 10 nautical miles before touchdown. The
predictable patterns of observed arrivals at Seattle-Tacoma
suggest that inclusion of a decelerating profile in the
data base may also be of benefit to the user, especially at
locations where weather and traffic conditions make
decelerating approaches popular.

o For departures, observed-INN profile agreement was good for
aircraft with high bypass ratio engines, but the agreement
was not sts good for low bypass ratio engines. The
disparity for the case of low bypass ratio engines was
attributed to differences between assumptions under which
the INN profiles were constructed and actual operating
practices used by various airlines. This hypothesis was
supported by the analysis of B-727 departures grouped
according to airline which indicated that differences in
observed profiles could be traced to procedural
differences. The revised INN profiles for the DC-9, B-737,
and B-727 proposed by the FAA result in significantly
improved agreement with observed profiles, and they should
be incorporated as a permanent part of the INN data base.
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The analysis of B-727 departures grouped according to
stage-length revealed that differences between INN profiles
for the Rhortest and longent mt.age-length tend to be masked
by varintion from other aources. In addition, the
a numption that weight eattmation can be based on
stage-length may not always be true. Based on these
findings the number of stage-length categories should be
reduced from a maximum of seven to a maximum of two or
three.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Federal Aviation Administration's Integrated Noise Model In
a series of computer programs designed to forecast the noise
environment in the vicinity of an airport. The user of the M
supplies data concerning the airport and runway layout. the
number and types of aircraft. and the flight tracks they use.
The INN computes and reveals the noise environment in terms of
preselected noise metrics. An part of MITRE's efforts to check
the validity of the results of INN compuitations for the FAA,
this report describes a comparison made between arrival and
departure profiles contained in the INN data base and those
observed in actual field operations at the Seattle-Tacoma
international Airport. A flight profile describes aircraft
altitude and velocity as a function of the distance from the
runway. MITRE is also Involved In the validation of other
aspects of the INN, including noise versus distance
relationships, which will be documented In a subsequent report.

1.1 Background

In the course of calculating noise exposure In the vicinity of
an airport, the INN performs four primary functions. it first
estimates the noise generated at the source (the aircraft
engine). Secondly, It estimates the distance from the source to
the receiver (at some point on the ground). It then computes
the losses nnd other adjustments to noise as It travels from the
source to the receiver. In the fourth and final function it
compounds the effects of multiple aircraft operations to provide
a time-based environmental noise descriptor or metric. In
performing these functions the INN uses data supplied by the
user, several theoretical noise relationships, and Its own
extensive data base containing noise data and flight profile
data for various types of aircraft.

The focal point of this study was the flight profile section of
the INN data base. The specific objective was to determine the
level of agreement or disagreement between the profiles
contained in the data base and those observe,. in actual
operations within a 10 nautical mile distance from the airport.
This study was performed in conjunction with other aspects of
MITRE's INN validation efforts based on data collected at the
Seattle-Tacoma International Airport. Because the version of
the INN which implements the Number 8 data base had not yet been
released, the sensitivity of noise estimates to differences in
flight profiles was not investigated.
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1.2 Previous Research

In the spring aind nummer of [979, MITRE conducted a similar
flight proffLe comparison study which is presented in
MTR-8O1OOLt9, "Comparison of FAA INK Flight Profiles with

Observed Altitudes and Velocities at Dulles Airport," (FAA
Report No. FAA-EE-80-4), Reference 1. In that report,
comparisons were matte using the then-current Number 7 INN data
base profiles. The main conclusion of the study was that, for
departure operations, most of the airlines were using procedures
which differed significantly from those assumed by the INN. Due
to the sparsity of data sampling locations and limitations in
the data coLLection and processing mechanisms, however, the
exact nature of the observed departure profiles could not be
determined. For arrival operations, some differences were noted

between INM profiles and observed profiles, but the magnitude of
the differences was much less than for the case of departures.

Since the time of the Dulles profile study mentioned above, the
FAA has prepared a new data base (Number 8) with updated arrival
and departure profiles for most types of aircraft. The new
profiles include revisions based on a relatively recent FAA
Advisory Circular (AC91-53, Reference 2) outlining recommended
standard noise abatement departure procedures. The comparisons
in the present study are made with respect to the Number 8 INN
data base.

1-2
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2. METHODOLOGY

The banic approach taken in the current study is an extension
and refinement of the approach described in Reference 1.
ARTS-ITI radar data recorded at the Seattle-Tacoma Airport

provided the raw information upon which statistical inferences
could he made about actual flight operations. Appropriate
profiles taken from the Number 8 INM data base were used as the
baselines for the comparisons. This section gives a brief

descriptton of the operating environment at Seattle and the
processing of raw radar data to determine aircraft altitude and

velocity at specified distances from the runway. A more
complete description of the analytical techniques used in the

data processing is given in Appendix A.

The Seattle-Tacoma Airport was selected for the collection of

actual operations data because of three favorable character-
istica: first, It had an established noise monitoring system
which was essential to other tasks in the INM validation effort;
second, it had an appropriate mix of air traffic in terms of
aircraft types and stage-lengths (the non-stop flight
distances); and third, the arrival and departure policies of

local airport authorities did not interfere or conflict with the
standard operating practices of most airlines. A diagram of

Seattle-Tacoma Airport is given in Figure 2-1.

2.1 Data Procegning Overview

The raw data ,used In the profile analysis came from Seattle- ,
Tacoma in the form of ARTS-Il radar extractor tapes. The data
contained on each tape included, among other things, radar target
reports and interfactlity flight plan messages. A target report
was generated for each instance when an aircraft's position was

determined based on its response to a Mode A interrogation from
the ATC Radar Beacon System (ATCRBS) and its altitude was
reported in response to a Mode C interrogation. The aircraft's
position was recorded in the target report in terms of range
from the radar antenna and the bearing to the aircraft with
respect to Magnetic North. Updated target reports containing

revised position and altitude data were generally available for
each scan of the radar, or approximately every 4.7 seconds. A

flight plan message was recorded on tape for each IFR flight
which was about to enter the airspace under the jurisdiction of
the Seattle Terminal Radar Control Facility. These messages
contained the aircraft identification, aircraft type, proposed
operation, and other supporting data about the flight.

2-1
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Target reports and Interfacility flight plan messages were
extracted from the radar tapes by means of a MITRE developed
computer program called ARTS81. Once extracted, these two
blocks of data were then submitted to another program, SMOOTH,
which was designed to process the Seattle data. In the latter

program, a unique flight plan message was assigned to each
track, cr string, of target reports from an aircraft departing
or approaching Seattle. In this way, the identity and type of
airplane could be established for each track of target reports.

Because individual target data are subject to errors, a
smoothing operation was performed before estimating altitude and
velocity. A description of the method used in this study, cubic
spline function smoothing, is offered in Appendix A. The end
result of the smoothing process was a set of three cubic
equations which described the position of the aircraft as a

function of time. In analytical terms, the three functions were
X(t), which described lateral displacement from the extended
runway centerline, Y(t), which described longitudinal
displacement from an arbitrary point on the runway, and Z(t),

which described the aircraft's height above the runway surface.
Once X(t) and Y(t) were known, it was a simple matter to
determine absolute velocity at a particular time by taking the
first derivative of those two functions to find the velocity
vector in each direction. Vector addition was then performed to
find actual absolute velocity.

2.2 Sampling Stations and Tateral Boundaries for Aircraft

It was determined that an adequate representation of the velocity

and altitude profiles could he made by considering each aircraft
flyover at strategically located "sampling stations". A sampling

station was simply a longitudinal position located witlh respect
to the runway. Eight sampling stations were used for departures

and arrivals, thereby permitting a detailed view of flight
profiles over a much greater distance than previously

available. For departures, sampling stations were positioned at
a point 1.5 nautical miles (NM) from the point where the take-off
roll commenced (the Brake Release Point (BRP)), and at 1 NM
intervals thereafter to 8.5 NM from BRP. For arrivals, sampling

stations were positioned one-half nautical mile from the
threshold of the runway, and at 1 NM intervals before that to

7.5 NM from the threshold. A diagram of sampling station
location for both arrivals and departures is given In Figure 2.2.

2-3
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As an aircraft paused over a sampling station on its departure
or tts approach to landing, the time of the closest point of
approach (CPA) to the sampling station was determined. The CPA
wan. merely the point at which the airc~raft was directly over the
sampling station. The time of CPA was determined using linear
interpolation on the raw target data. Altitude and velocity
were then determined at the time of the CPA.

Lateral boundaries, as shown in Figure 2-3, were established
around the runway centerline to eliminate from consideration the
portion of those operations which involved turns shortly after
departure or shortly before landing. Such turns affect aircraft
performance and consequently distort the resulting flight
profiles. As evident in Figure 2-3, however, which also shows
the distribution of aircraft ground tracks for a typical day at
Seattle-Tacoma, these "turning operations" were a small
percentage of the total number of operations.

Radar data for eleven typical days of operations at
Seattle-Tacoma were processed in the manner mentioned above.
The eleven days occurred within the period May to July, 1981.
Operations were extracted for an average period of 18 hours per
day, usually from 0600 to 2400 hours local time. The weather
for the It days included some brief periods of IFI conditions
and winds were predominantly light. Table 2-1 shows the total
number of operations extracted from tape and smoothed, and also
provides a breakdown of the operations according to aircraft
type. Because a disproportionate share of arrivals occured
during the portion of the day when radar data was being
exctracted and processed, the number of departures does not equal
the number of arrivals.

2-5
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TABLE 2-1
TOTAL NUMBER OF OBSERVED ARRIVALS AND DEPARTUIRES

BY AIRCRAFT TYPE

Aircraft Type Number of Arrivals Number of Departures

Boeing 727 671 567
Boeing 737 122 111
Boeing 747 47 26
McDonnel Douglas DC-9 167 130
McDonnal Douglas DC-1O 156 152
Lockheed L-1011 49 42
Other 379 345

Total 1585 1373

2-7
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3.ANALYSIS OF ARRIVALS AND RESULTS

Once the radar data had been extracted and processed to yield
flight profile data, the profile data were uased in a series of
statistical tests to determine the nature of actual flight
operations. The analysis of flight profiles was divided Into
two operational sectors: arrivals and departures. This section

bdescribes some supporting information on arrival procedures
employed by the airlines, assumptions on arrivals made by the
INK profiles, and briefly reviews the statistical techniques
used to characterize the observed data.

3.1 Comon Operating Practices for Arrivals

To gain a feeling of the operational Issues confronting air
carrier pilots on an approach to landing, the Flight Operations
Manuals (FOMl) of several airlines were reviewed. It was found
that the arrival procedures of most airlines were very similar
with respect to each other. The variables which determine the
manner in which approaches are to be flown are weight,
prevailing weather conditions, and the type of navigational
guidance used (e.g., visual approach, ILS, or other instrument
approach).

Landing approach speeds are based on weight and flap
configuration, and can be determined by the flight crew for a
specific case by reference to a table of values in the flight
manual. Vertical profile or decent guidance is usually provided
by reference to the electronic glide slope of the TLS, or
optically by reference to a Visual Approach Slope Indictor
(VASqI). Both sources of decent guidance provide an
approximately 30 glide slope.

For operations conducted In marginal weather (low ceilings and
visibility) where an ILS glide slope is being used, pilots are
Instructed to stabilize the aircraft on the approach at a point
about 3 to 4 miles from the landing threshold. An aircraft is
stabilized when it is established on the extended runway
centerline and the glide slope, at its designated approach
speed, and when only minor adjustments are necessary to remain
within acceptable limits. Under average conditions pilots are
usually able to maintain speed within 10 knots of the
designated approach speed and maintain the glide slope to
within 100 feet.
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For approach operations conducted In visual weather conditions,
pilots are given more latitude concerning speed management,
although a 30 glide path is still followed by reference to a
VASI or ILS glide slope. Under better weather conditions,
pilots can wait until they are about one-half Mibe from the
runway threshold before establishing the designated approach
speed. The tendency for air carrier pilots, given more freedom
in the management of airspeed, is to approach the airport area
at a significantly higher speed and gradually reduce speed so as
to arrive at one-half mile from the runway at the designated
approach speed. These "decelerating" approaches enable aircraft
to land sooner while still remaining within safe operating
limits at the point of touchdown. Even in ideal weather
conditions, however, heavy air traffic conditions may constrain
the speed management styles of pilots. Such constraints may
come in the form of speed restrictions by ATC for the purposes
of separating and sequencing air traffic.

3.2 INK Approach Profiles

The Number 8 INM data base Includes standard approach profiles
for three general classes of aircraft: commercial turbojet,
general aviation, and military. The standard profiles
continuously describe aircraft velocity, altitude, and thrust

s9etting for the last 19 nautical miles of each landing
approach. The only differences among the standard profiles for
the three classes of aircraft are in approach speeds and thrust
management. All the IMN approach profiles used in this
comparison come from the standard commercial jet class of
approach profile which is described below.

Each of the three classes of approach profiles depicts a
continuous vertical decent on a 30 glide slope from the point
where aircraft first enters the area to the runway surface.
Like the actual glide slopes provided by aids such as a VAST or
ILS, the INM approach profile glide slope usually intersects the
runway surface at a point about 1000 feet beyond the runway
threshold. This results in a threshold crossing height of 50 to
60 feet. The INM assumes each aircraft touches down at the
glide slope-runway intersection, at which point each aircraft
continues a roll-out using standard braking techniques.

The IMN velocity profile for standard commercial jet approaches
include one speed transition at a point nearly 10 nautical miles
from the threshold. All commercial jet aircraft initially
approach the area at 'terminal speed," which is maintained until
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approximately 10 nautical miles from the threshold. At that
point, speed is reduced to the unique final approach speed for
that aircraft type. The terminal speed to usually the maximum
authorized indicated airspeed for operations conducted under
10,000 feet Mean Sea Level (MSL), which Is 250 knots. The final
approach speed is a computed speed for each type of aircraft
within the class, and is based on a nominal weight and flap
configuration. The last 10 nautical miles of the INM approach
are made in a "stabilized" state, i.e., the aircraft is
established on the glide slope and maintains a constant speed to
the point of touchdown. The roll out distance used In braking
the aircraft after touchdown is based on aircraft arrival weight
and final approach speed.

The Inclusion of standard approach profiles in the Number 8 M
data base represents a significant improvement over older
versions of the data base. Prior versions did not have
completely predefined approach profiles and required the user to
provide his own profilen based on what he believed were common
operating practices. Even though the Number 8 data base

s1pecfies all aspects of a standard approach, the user is 
still

given the flexibility of modifying a standard profile, or
completely designing one of his own.

3.3 Statistical Issues and Graphic Presentation of Statistics

Operations that were extracted and processed were first broken
down into two groups according to the type of operation
conducted, namely, arrival or departure. Each group was then
further aggregated into samples of aircraft operations at each
sampling station according to aircraft type. These samples were
the subject of a series of statistical measurements from which
actual operations could be characterized. The following
discussion, which is equally applicable to arrivals or
departures, makes reference to Figure 3-1. This figure shows a
"box-and-whisker" plot which provides a graphic presentation of
the computed statistics for altitude and velocity at each
sampling station.

The dark shaded box in Figure 3-1 encloses the 95% confidence
Interval for the mean of the population. The mean is the
arithmetic average of the population. The confidence interval
expresses the range within which the population mean is likely
to exist. The 95% confidence interval, then, specifies an
interval constructed in such a way that the population mean is
expected to lie within It for 95 out of 100 similarly drawn
samples. The confidence interval toe constructed on the
assumption that the underlying distribution of the population Is
a normal distribution.
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Another method used to characterize sampled data involves the
use of nonparametric, rank-order statistics. The use of such
statistics provides a simple view of sample distributions and
requires no assumption about the underlying distribution of the
population from which the sample was taken. In the box-and-
whisker diagram of Figure 3-1, the 90th 75th, 25th, 10th
percentiles, and the median are given.

Rank-order statistics are based on the ordering of the sampled
values from highest to lowest. The median, or 50th percentile,
represents the value above which and below which lie one half of
the sampled values. The 90th percentile represents the value
above which is 10 percent of the sampled values and below which
is 90 percent. Similar definitions apply to the other
percentiles given in the box-and-whisker plot. A close spacing
of these values indicates the population values are

concentrated, or closely spaced. Conversely, wider spacing
indicates the population values are more widely spread.

3.4 Results of INM - Observed Approach Profile Comparison

Figures 3-2 to 3-7 on the next few pages show the comparison of
observed profile data to INM profiles for six aircraft types.
In each case the INM profile selected for the comparison
represents the most likely aircraft model for each type of
aircraft observed at Seattle. The INM profile is depicted by
the solid black lines. Statistics for the observed altitudes
and velocities of each aircraft type are provided in the form of
a box-and-whisker plots over each sampling station.

From visual inspection of the altitude profiles for each
aircraft type, it is evident that all six aircraft types closely

followed the 30 glide slope (depicted by the INM) with only
minor variations around It. Variations in observed altitudes
behaved as a function of distance from the runway: as aircraft

approached the runway, variations in observed altitude became
progressively smaller (as evidenced by the compression of the
box-and-whisker plots) and more centrally gathered around the
INM 30 glide slope.

A visual inspection of the velocity profiles reveals a somewhat
different story. As aircraft initially approached the runway,
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their n;erdA were much hilgbhr than the 1NM f inat1 npprneh
speed. However, moat of the Rix aircraft typon nlowed to wlhifln
a few knots of the TNK approach speed as they nenred the
runway. Under these decelerating approaches, the observed
aircraft were usually established at near the INNl speed before

reaching a point 2 nautical miles from the end of the runway.
The frequent occurrence of the decelerating approach in the
Seattle data is consistent with the predominant conditions at
Seattle: VFR weather conditions and fairly light traffic. These
two factors enabled pilots to maintain a higher approach speed
to a point closer to the runway.

The fairly close agreement between observed data and the INK for
both altitude and velocity profiles close to the runway
substantiates the accuracy of the data and the techniques used
to process it. The presence of a VASI and/or an ILS glide slope

gives all pilots more precise decent Information and one would
expect fairly close groupings of observed altitudes around the

INK 30 glide path. In addition, given the weather conditions
and traffic loads of the Seattle-Tacoma Airport, one would
expect pilots to employ a decelerating approach.
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4. ANALYSIS OF DEPARTURES AND RESULTS

Unlike the fairly weil-defined and standardized procedures for

aircraft approaches and landings, there are many other factors

associated with departures which contribute to considerably more

variation In observed operations. Aside from procedural

differences in takeoffs and departures, certain performance-
limiting factors such as gross weight, pressure altitude,

temperature, and runway surface conditions introduce additional

sources of variation in observed departure profiles. A more

detailed breakdown of departure operations was performed in

order to assign specific causes to observed variations. This

section describes an analysis of departure operations considered
as a whole, and also describes two smaller analyses performed on

subsets of the observed departures from Seattle.

In general, air carrier pilots are given more latitude in the

execution of departures and can make tradeoffs between altitude,

speed, and thrust. At a fixed thrust setting, for exiisple, a

pilot could elect to climb at a faster airspeed and sacrifice

his rate of climb, or vice versa. In an attempt to standardize

departure performance and enhance the safety and noise

compatability of such operations, airline flight operations

manuals specify well-defined departure procedures. However,

pilot-to-pilot variability and the presence of extenuating

circumstances such as turbulence or mountainous terrain near the

airport suggest that less than strict adherence to procedures

may be noted in observed profiles.

4.1 -Common Operating Practices for Departures

A review of several flight operations manuals revealed that most

airlines employ departure procedures which are in basic

compliance with the suggested FAA procedures contained in

AC9l-53. This advisory circular has been in effect since

October 1978, and outlines a suggested noise abatement procedure

for turbine powered aircraft departures. There are differences

between the procedures of various airlines, however, which could

result in tangible differences in the resulting profiles.

The FAA departure procedure is designed to reduce the noise

generated by the turbine engine itself through reductions in

thrust and to increase the distance between the source (the

airplane) and the noise affected area on the ground by

increasing climb gradient. The departure is also intended to be

consistent with the objectives of safety and fuel efficiency.
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A diagram of the FAA departure is given in Figure 4-1. Speed,
thrust, and flap changes are scheduled according to gains In
altitude. After lift-off, all aircraft climb at a speed Of V2
plus 10 to 20 knots at takeoff thrust. The symbol V2
represents "takeoff safety speed" and it varies with aircraft
weight and flap setting for each aircraft type. It is the speed
at which, should one engine fail, the airplane is still capable
of maintaining a specified minimum climb gradient. When the
airplane reaches a height of 1000 feet above the airport, flaps
nre retracted according to the schedule In the flight operations
manual and an acceleration ts made to Vzf, the minimum zero
flap maneuvering speed. At this point, thrust Is reduced from
takeoff power. The difference between the FAA and some airline
procedures is the size of the thrust "cutback".

Under the procedures of some airlines, a reduction is made to
the normal climb thrust for all aircraft types. The FAA
procedure, however, specifies a cutback which Is based on the
type of engines Involved. Airplanes with high bypass ratio
engines reduce to normal climb thrust while those with low
bypass ratio engines reduce to a value somewhat below normal
climb thrust. The lower thrust must still be capable of
providing a prespecified minimum climb gradient in the event an
engine fails. Aircraft with the quieter high bypass ratio
engines are predominantly two, three, and four engine
wide-bodied aircraft while most of the narrow bodied fleet are
powered by low bypass ratio engines. Regardless
of which power setting to used, both the FAA and the other
procedures recommend the climb be continued at or near z
until reaching 3000 feet. At that altitude all aircraft
accelerate to 250 knots and resume a normal en route climb
configuration.

Of the several airlines conducting operations at Seattle, some
have adopted the FAA departure while others have used their own
type of departure. The FAA and other departures for wide bodied
aircraft with high bypass ratio engines are essentially the same
and one would expect similar performance profiles if all other
factors are equal. On the other hand, the difference between
the FAA and other departures for aircraft with low bypass ratio
engines is the thrust cutback at 1000 feet altitude. Under the
FAA procedure, one would expect a shallower climb profile above
1000 feet than the one obtained using other procedures. Other
factors may obscure the differences attributable to the use of
varying procedures, however. Almost all flight operations
manuals, in addition, include a caveat stating that the noise
abatemtent profiles my be abandoned, including the thrust
reduction at 1000 feet, to meet turbulence, air traffic, or
obstacle clearance requirements.
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4.2 INM Departure Profiles

The departure profiles contained In the INM data base are
completely defined proftles nnd have been constructed from

theoretical relationships based on engineering data. In
constructing the profiles, all aircraft were assumed to follow
the FAA departure as described in AC91-53. To control the
effect of varying aircraft departure weights, the INM has up to
seven slightly different profiles to reflect departure
performance of each aircraft type at different weights. The
user of the INM supplies information on the weight of each
proposed departure indirectly by specifying the stage-length

(the non-stop distance) of the flight. The INH bases its
estimation of weight on stage-length under the assumption that
weight and stage-length are proportional. This appears to be a
reasonable assumption since, as the length of a flight

increases, the fuel load must also increase. There are cases,
however, where this assumption is not true. An aircraft making
a series of short flights, for example, may depart on the first
leg with enough fuel for all the legs of the flight to eliminate
the need to refuel at each stop. Airlines will sometimes refuel
only at certain airports where the price of fuel is lower and
carry enough fuel to fly through other airports where prices may
be higher.

For the purposes of comparing INM profiles with observed

profiles, the INM profile for the most likely stage-length was
chosen for each aircraft type. The determination of the most
likely stage-length was based primarily on the type of
aircraft. Some aircraft are intended for short-haul flights and
others are designed for long range flights. For those aircraft
types which fly a wide range of stage-lengths the actual
stage-length was determined for specific flights by consulting
airline schedules, and the most frequently occurring
stage-length was selected as the representative stage-length.

4.3 Results of INM - Observed Departure Profile Comparison

Figures 4-2 to 4-7 on the next pages show the comparisons of
observed profile data to INK profiles for the same six types of
aircraft. Like the comparisons made for arrivals, the INM
profile for the most likely aircraft model and stage-length is
presented in the form of a solid line for each aircraft type.
Observed profile data are again characterized by box-and-whisker
plots. Unlike the case for arrivals, however, no uniform trends

are apparent when the comparisons are made. To facilitate the
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discussion of the level of agreement between INM and observed

profiles, the departure profile Is divided into two segmots:
the near field segment (which includes the porLion of Lihe
departure within 3 nautical miles from the BRP) aid the far
field segment (which includes the portion more than 3 nautical
miles from the BRP).

A visual inspection of the altitude profiles for observed

departures and the INH for the near field shows that the two
were in fairly close agreement for the B-727, DC-10, L-1011, and

B-747. For the two twin-engine, narrow bodied aircraft,
however, the DC-9 and B-737, the observed altitudes for the near
field were much lower than specified by the INK. The difference
in altitude was approximately 500 feet for these aircraft. The

near field velocity profiles for observed operations were within
reasonable agreement with INN velocities for all six aircraft

types. A closer inspection of the near field INN profiles for
the DC-9 and B-737 reveals that the INK predicts an altitude
gain of 500 feet by the time the aircraft has traveled one mile
from the BRP. Although such performance is attainable under
optimum conditions, It is probably not representative for these
two types of aircraft.

For the far field segment, the observed altitude profiles for
the DC-9 and B-727 were much higher than specified by the IN4.
The altitude difference was in the range of 500 to 1500 feet.
For the four other aircraft types, observed altitudes were
fairly close to INK altitudes. The observed velocity profiles

for the far field were in close agreement with INK velocities
for all aircraft except the B-727. For this aircraft observed
velocities were 20 to 50 knots higher than INM velocities.

One reason fnr the differing levels of agreement is the

difference in the thrust reduction specifications of the
departure profiles. As mentioned earlier, the FAA and other
types of departures are essentially the same for aircraft with
high bypass ratio engines such as the DC-l0, L-1011 or B-747.

Because the INK profiles reflect theoretical performance using
the FAA departure procedures, and because most airlines use
either the FAA or similar procedure as the stindard departure,
one would expect fairly close agreement betwe:n the observed
operation and INM profiles for wide-bodied aircraft. This
expected close agreement is evident In Figures 4-5 through 4-7.
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The FAA and some departure procedures for low bypass ratio
engines, on the other hand. are somewhat different. The
expected result of the difference Is for those airlines noL
using the FAA procedure to have a steeper climb gradient for the
segment between 1000 feet and 3000 feet above field elevation.
The low bypass engine aircraft in this study, the DC-9, B-727,
and B-737 were all observed to be higher for this phase of the
departure than the INK profile, as evident in Figures 4-2
through 4-4.

4.3.1 Analysis of 1-727 Departures Grouped According to Airline

An analysis was made of Boeing 727 departures to determine if
differences in departure procedures in the flight operations
manuals of different airlines have observable effects on actual
operations. B-727 operations made up, by far, the majority of
operations at Seattle. It was possible, therefore, to group
B-727 departures according to airline and still have re~asonably
large sample sizes. Five major airlines were considered in this
analysis.

Rather than making comparisons with INK profiles, the observed
departure profiles for each airline are compared directly with
other airlines in Figure 4-8. The dashed lines in this figure
connect median values over each sampling station for each
airline.

By referring to the altitude profiles in Figure 4-8, it is
evident that there Is no real difference in climb performance
between the different airlines for the departure segment within
5 nautical miles of the BRP. Beyond this point, however, one
finds the disparity becoming more distinct. At 8.5 nautical
miles from BRP the highest median departure is approximately
1000 feet higher than the lowest median departure. A review of
available flight operations material indicates that this is an
expected result. The airline with the lowest median departure
uses a procedure which represents a unique approach to noise
abatement and was constructed in the manner ultimately intended
by FMA AC9l-53. This airline reduces to a significantly lower
thrust value at 1000 feet altitude than specified by manuals of
other airlines. The expected result of this cutback is the
shallower climb angle evident in the median of these departures.
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Reference to the velocity profiles in Figure 4-8 on the other
hand, reveals no significant differences in the airspeed
schedules used by the five airlines studied. This is also an
expected result since the departures of most all airlines use
the same target speeds. The similarity of the velocity profiles
provide additional support to the hypothesis that differences in
thrust cutbacks provides the largest single siurce of variation
in the altitude profiles in Figure 4-8.

4.3.2 Analysis of B-727 Departures Grouped According to Stage-
L~eng :h

As mentioned earlier, the INK estimated the weight of each
departing aircraft on the basis of the stage-length for the
flight. To measure the sensitivity of both observed operations
and INM profiles to differences in stage-length, a separate
analysis was conducted on B-727 departures grouped according to
stage-length. The actual stage-length of each flight was
determined by reference to the flight intinerary in airline
schedules. Each B-727 departure for which the first point of
intended landing could be determined was assigned to one of four
stage-length categories: 0 to 500 nautical miles, 501 to 1000
miles, 1001 to 1500 miles, and 1501 to 2500 miles. The same
statistical analyses were performed on B-727 grouped as such and
the results were compared with the 1MM B-727 profiles for the
corresponding stage length. The same conclusions apply to B-727
departures grouped according to stage-length as for B-727
departures considered as a whole in Figure 4-4. For all four
stage-lengths observed altitudes were close to the 11M4 profiles
for the near field segment, but for the far field segment the
differences approached 1500 feet. Observed velocities in each
case were slightly higher than corresponding INN profiles.

A direct comparison of the INK profiles for the four stage-
lengths is given in Figure 4-9. The median profiles for
observed operations are also given. The INN altitude and
velocity profiles in this figure indicate that there is little
difference between the shortest stage-length and the longest
stage-length. The median altitude profiles for observed
operations indicate only a slightly greater sensitivity to
differences In stage-length than the corresponding INK altitude
profiles.

An important observation to make at this point concerns the
sensitivity of INK profiles to stage-length differences in
Figure 4-9 and the fairly wide variation In observed
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operations (ns evidenced by the wide spacing of the 10th nnd
90th percentiles in the box-and-whisker plots in Figuren 4-2
through 4-7). The variation in observed operations is several
times greater than the sensitivity of the INM to changes in
stage-length. The result of such a situation is for the slight
effects of stage-length to be obscured by variations caused by
other factors. It is not necessary, then, to maintain such
precise differences in INH profiles for the stage-length factor
If such differences are small compared to real world variation
from other sources. Fewer and more broadly defined stage-length
categories may be more efficient.

4.3.3 Comparison of Observed Departure Profiles for DC-9, B-737,
and B-727 with Revised INH Profiles

The original Number 8 INM departure profiles were constructed
under the assumption that, for all aircraft types, airlines
employed the FAA noise abatement departure profile as outlined
in AC91-53. However, the observed data for the low bypass ratio
engined aircraft in the study (DC-9, B-737, B-727) suggested
that for these three types of aircraft, this may not be the
case. In an effort to improve the level of agreement between
Version 8 INH profiles and observed data, the FAA Office of
Energy and Environment proposed a few revisions to the INK
profile data base for these three aircraft types. The revised

profiles were not merely molded to fit the observed data but
rather were constructed using the same theoretical relationships
under different assumptions about the departure procedures
used. Aa shown In Figures 4-10 through 4-12, which show the
original and revised INK profiles and the observed profile data,
the level of agreement is considerably improved with the revised
INM profiles.
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This analysis of aircraft profiles represents the most
comprehensive comparison made to date between observed
operations and profiles contained in the INK data base. A more
complete review of airline operating practices has been Included
to reveal those operational variables which are likely to
Influence the shape of observed profiles. In general, the new
Number 8 INN data base profiles have made significant
improvements in observed-INK profile agreement. There are,
however, a few areas where the agreement could be Improved even
further and INK ease-of-use and efficiency enhanced.

For arrivals, the agreement between observed operations and
standard INM approach profiles was generally good. The standard
INN altitude profile depicts a continuous descent on a 30
glide slope to the point of touchdown. observed arrivals for
all six types of aircraft were closely grouped around this glide
slope. A difference was noted, however, in the comparison of
observed and INN velocity profiles for arrivals. Standard INK
velocity profiles depict an approach of constant speed for the
last 9 nautical miles before the threshold. Observed aircraft,
however, approached the airport area at a significantly higher
speed and gradually reduced speed to the final approach speed
approximately 2 nautical miles from the runway threshold. This
observation was attributed to the prevalence of weather and
traffic conditions which made decelerating approaches feasible.

Though the INM user could construct his own decelerating
approach to accommodate such a situation, the predictable
patterns of observed operations suggest that the addition of a
completely predefined decelerating approach would be more
efficient, consistent, and of greater benefit to the user. The
user would have to be Informed of the weather and traffic
conditions which make either the constant speed or decelerating
approach applicable, but the benefit gained in establishing this
choice is the simplicity In which the user can specify entire
approach profiles which are based on predictable and fairly
invariant observed operations.

Another Issue concerning decelerating approaches is the effect
they have on estimated and observed noise levels. The thrust
values contained In the INM approach profile data base are
specified for aircraft maintaining a given configuration In a
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"steady state". An aircraft which Is decelerating, however, Is
not In a steady state and Is probably tising less throst than an
aircraft maintaining a constant speed In the same configuration.
The end result of the decelerating approach should be some

reduction in noise generated at the source. However, the size
of the noise reduction may be small because thrust levels are
generally low even in constant speed approaches.

For departures, the comparisons made between INh profiles and
observed operations showed little difference for some aircraft
types and greater differences for others. In general, observed-
INK profile agreement was better for wide-bodied aircraft with
high bypass ratio engines. The close agreement was attributed
to the similarity between assumptions under which the INM
profiles were constructed and actual operating practices used by

various airlines.

The observed-INM agreement was not quite as good for narrow-
bodied, low bypass ratio engined aircraft. For the near-field
segment of the departures, INK profiles for the B-737 and the

DC-9 were much higher than observed operations. The INM
profiles for these two aircraft for this segment reflect rather
steep climbs which are probably not attainable in everyday
operations. On the far field, differences were noted for the

DC-9 and 8-727. The observed trends suggest that the thrust
cutbacks In actual operations are not as great as those assumed

by the INM ptoftles. Some airlines employ a departure which
specifies a smaller thrust reduction than the FAA departure for
low bypass ratio engines.

The analyses of B-727 departures grouped in various ways also
contributed to a greater understanding of the pertinent
variables involved in departures. An analysis of B-727
departures grouped according to airline revealed that some
differences in observed profiles could be traced to differences

in operating procedures. Another analysis performed on 8-727
departures grouped according to stage-length resulted in the

same conclusions as when they were considered in aggregate.
Differences between INK profiles for the shortest and longest
stage-lengths are not great and tend to be masked over by
variation from other sources. In addition, the assumption that

weight estimation can be based on stage-length may not be true
for all instances. Based on these findings the number of stage-

length categories should be reduced from seven to two or three.

The revisions to the INK profiles proposed by the PAA for the

DC-9, B-737, and B-727 aircraft resulted in much improved
observed-INK profile agreement. The revised profiles were the
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result of recomputing departure performance under different
assumptitons about the departure procedures being used. To
guarantee that the 1101 profiles maintain relevance with general
observed operations, the revised profiles should become a
permanent part of the INK data base.

In conclusion, the INM profiles contained in the new Number 8
data base generally agree with current observed profiles. The
level of agreement is much better than afforded by the older
Number 7 data base. However, the Improvements suggested above
would lead to even closer agreement and ease the tasks presented
to the INK user.
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APPENDIX A

ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES USED TO PROCESS RADAR DATA

ATC Radar Beacon System (ATCRBS) target data as reported to the
ARTS-III system were used to determine the altitudes and velocities
of aircraft as they passed over the sampling stations on an arrival
or departure. It was necessary to smooth the data before it could
be used to yield altitude, position, and velocity Information. This
Appendix describes the cubic spline function smoothing technique,
used to account for the above mentioned problems, and the other
analytical techniques used to determine altitude and velocity at the
closest point of approach.

An ARTS-IIl target report describes an aircraft's position In terms
of the Mode C altitude reported by the aircraft's transponder,
azimuth angle (relative to Magnetic North), and range from the
ATCRBS antenna. The range value is quantized to the nearest
one-sixteenth of a nautical mile and the altitude to the nearest 100
feet. The ARTS-III system automatically corrects the reported
altitude for non-standard pressure and yields the aircraft's
altitude relative to Mean Sea Level (MSL). The MITRE ARTS81 data
extraction program translates each pertinent target report to a
position report in terms of a 3-axis Cartesian coordinate system.

A radar track history of an aircraft arrival or departure consists
of a chronologically ordered series of position reports, [p). The
ith position report in the series can be written parametrically as

P1 " (x1, Yiq xi, ti)

where

x- aircraft displacement from the extended runway
centerline, in feet,

yi-aircraft displacement along the extended runway
centerline from a fixed arbitrary point on the
runway, in feet,

zi -altitude of aircraft, in hundreds of feet above the
runway,

t i a the time at which the position report occurred,
in seconds.

The time Interval between successive position reports,

(tL t1 -.1), was approximately 4.7 seconds.
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An estimate of the time of clon,,nt point of npproacih, CPA, to each
sampling station was based on the raw position dntn. For sampling

station ., with a location yj*, a consecutive pair of position

reports (pi, Pi+,) was found such that

Yj Z Yj* > Yi+l

The time of the closest point of approach, tj* was then estimated

using linear interpolation.

The four reports preceeding and following the time of CPA were then
used in a smoothing operation called cubic spline function smoothing.
The desired product of the smoothing process was a set of 3 cubic
equations, x(t), y(t), and z(t), which provides a continuous
description of aircraft position along the appropriate dimensions
with time as the independent variable. The three equations
describing aircraft position have the form

x(t) - Ax + Bxt + Cxt
2 + Dxt

(t) Ay + Byt + Cyt2 + Dyt 3.

z(t) - Az + Bzt + Czt
2 + Dzt 3 .

The coefficients A, B, C, and I), were determined using polynomial
interpolation. In performing the interpolation, however, the
smoothing process is introduced by having the objective that the
acceleration on any axis (e.g., i(t), Y(t), and z(t)) be minimized.
This objective is applicable to the treatment of the equations of
motion for transport category aircraft because the accelerations
(changes in velocity or direction) in such aircraft operations are

relatively slow. To meet this objective, the "strict" polynomial
interpolation technique, where the equations must pass exactly
through the data points, is relaxed so that candidate curves need
only come within a specified range of the data points. This
acceptable range is proportional to the magnitude of the error
expected in the raw data. The errors associated with the input data
are such that tolerable ranges through which the curves must pass
permit considerable smoothing without oversmoothing the data to a
straight line. A full discussion of the cubic spline smoothing
technique is presented In Reference 3.

Once the three smoothed equations of motion were known, the altitude
and velocity of the aircraft at the time of CPA was determined. The
altitude at the time of CPA was determined by the evaluation of

s(cj*)- A3 + Brtj* + Cz(tj*)
2 + Dz(tj*) 3.
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The velocity was determined by first taking the first derivatives of
x(t) and y(t). The velocity was then determined along each
dimension using the resulting velocity equation, i(t) and j(t),

i(tj*) - Bx + Cxtj* + x(tlj*)2

y(tj*) - By + Cytj* + Dy(tj*)
2

The absolute velocity estimate was then determined by

v* ./"2+ 2 at tj*

As an example of the desirability of cubic spline function smoothing
in the treatment of ARTS data, Figure A-1 shows the averaged
velocity profile and the smoothed velocity profile of an actual
departure from the Seattle-Tacoma airport. The averaged velocity
profile was determined from untreated ARTS-III position data by the
following relation on a report-to-report basis.

AVG Ad
At

where Ad - distance traveled
At - the time interval (usually 4.7 seconds).
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